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 A: Tested on the od2 on Windows 10 (Python 3.7.3, gfortran 8.3.0). The following are my findings: The new GTool and the used FITDO-gfortran-4.8-win_64.exe are working fine. The 'old' ODTrun was not working correctly, see below. The 'new' GTool and the used FITDO-gfortran-4.8-win_64.exe are working fine. The 'old' ODTrun with the obsolete version of GTool. I have never tested the 'old'
ODTrun. The behavior of the ODTrun with FITDO-gfortran-4.8-win_64.exe can be explained with the following. The output file is a serialized binary file. When using a binary file, there is a pre and a post step: The creation of the gfortran process and a serialization of the binary file. The running of the gfortran process and a serialization of the binary file. With the old GTool (now: GTool.exe) it
seems, that the second serialization is not working. To get this test to work, I would recommend to use the following process: Serialize the binary file with the ODTrun (to get the binary file) Use GTool (to get the gfortran process) Use FITDO-gfortran-4.8-win_64.exe to start the process (to get the binary file) Now, you could try the following: I have never checked the behavior of the serialization

process with the obsolete GTool (with the obsolete version of GTool.exe), but you could try it. I think, the 'old' ODTrun with the obsolete version of GTool.exe and the gfortran process from FITDO-gfortran-4.8-win_64.exe can not be processed, because GTool does not have a direct interface to serialize the binary file. The 'new' GTool, FITDO-gfortran-4.8-win_64.exe, the obsolete version of
GTool.exe and the 'new' ODTrun should work with the old gfortran process. 520fdb1ae7
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